I’m Alistair Beech - working as a Senior Digital Comms Oﬃcer at the University of
Central Lancashire in the North West of England. I’ve working in Digital
CommunicaFons for over 10 years and have been working in the Higher EducaFon
Sector for over 4 years.
I had the pleasure of producing a Masterclass session yesterday with a colleague from
another University and I hope you’ll go away with some new ideas and thoughts on the
future of social media and how it will aﬀect us as EducaFon Marketers and
Communicators.
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I’m going to look at four main areas today…
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We’ve come a long in the last 10 years, when social media started to inﬁltrate the
mainstream, with sites like Friends Reunited, Bebo and MySpace.
Snapchat original series.
Increasingly, the internet looks to be video based. Mark Zuckerberg has said that by
2021 Facebook will be all video, and the buzz phrase within Facebook oﬃces at the
moment is ‘the camera is in keyboard’ – eﬀecFvely that users are sick of typing there’s
using their cameras to communicate instead.
One of the major disruptors in this space, Snapchat, calls it self a camera company, not
a social network.
The majority of audiences we are targeFng as educaFon marketers have been at the
forefront of this evoluFon, with many growing up with these channels, sharing their
lives and embracing new technology.
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Here are the top 10 social media apps in America in June – you’ll see that Facebook
own 3 of the top 10, with Google owning four.
My feeling is that it’s unlikely that we’ll see new channels making a dent within
Facebook’s stranglehold at the top.
Smartphone users are not downloading as many apps today as they did in the early
days of mobile technology. That means any new app has a signiﬁcant challenge to get
exposure, users, and loyalty.
Once an app becomes signiﬁcant enough to pose a threat to the big players, they either
get acquired or signiﬁcantly handicapped by a compeFFve feature or restricted access.
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I’m now going to talk to you about audience behaviour, and the type of content that
audience are consuming…
I’m going to play you a video now without sound, which may be how you receive this
content within your newsfeed.
Channel Four news have become one of the leading publishers of content on Facebook
with their consistently strong and regular posts through a central Facebook Page. They
recognise that content is being consumed diﬀerently to their broadcast programming
and have steps to fully embrace social media publishing.
They recognise that content is consumed on the move, oaen by commuters or during
downFme and make their content snackable and digestable, rarely surpassing 90
seconds. As you can see, because of the capFoning, it works well with or without
sound, and meme-like front screen encourages you to click and watch.
At the end of the video, you’ll see branding and calls to acFon to share, comment, etc.
Channel Four are obviously fully aware that 66% of Twieer users tweet or scroll
through their Fmelines whilst watching TV, so they may want to dip into a news story
whilst their partner watches the football, or the latest GOT.
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Why are audiences parFcularly watching video, especially live video?
Well, with live video – Facebook have put lots of money and resources behind FB Live,
so users can’t get away from it! Facebook algorithms push live video higher than
standard text updates, link and photo posts.
YouTube was built on a foundaFon of videos that capture real, unﬁltered moments.
Now Facebook are taking it to the next level by oﬀering the content in real-Fme. Even
news sources are ciFng Facebook Live videos when covering major events.
You can go live on your mobile now – at an Open Day, Welcome event or a graduaFon
ceremonies.
Depends on your audiences and objecFves, but think of it as a small TV show for your
brand. Go live when you’ve had to prepare, not just for the sake of it.
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Earlier this year I work alongside UCLan SU to broadcast a series of live shows from the
University’s graduaFon ceremonies – published through the University’s Facebook
Page.
The shows were really well received by our student and alumni audiences – we chose
the SU president, Sana, who is shown here with our Chancellor, Broadcaster Ranvir
Singh. We chose Sana because she is a well known face within in students, and it’s a
great way to showcase our student experience and quality, opennesss to prospecFve
students.
Sana is currently studying for a Journalism MA and wants to get into publishing – here
she is living out a experience – live on the University FB Page.
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Bournemouth went live every hour during A Level Results Day – touring the city and
reporFng live from the beach with two students who came through Clearing.
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Early days of search it was a marketers dream, lots of users, low cost, few tools, big results –
targeted, reactive audience. Then the battle for rankings intensified, fierce competition for
keywords, the SEO age – fuzzy metrics, uncertain ROI – enter paid search.
Today, SEOs have tried it all, they’re being hit by algorithms, brands can’t control search
results and paid search is a multi billion dollar industry. Brands are having to pay for reach
and scale.
Today in social, reach is in decline – brands are battling for the News Feed, metrics are
confusing, content consumption isn’t guaranteed. Brands have lost control of social? Enter
paid social.
But audiences of the future will be recepFve of quality content that speaks to them and their
lives, but also reaches them at the right Fmes.
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Are we likely to see premium user accounts within the main players?. This one sounds
counterintuiFve -- aaer all, who would pay for a social media experience when they’ve
all been free up to this point.
With a more personal, story-driven experience, customers will want high-quality
images, videos and audio ﬁles stored for posterity.
Would the main players oﬀer premium users a place to escape
constant adverFsements, or at least encourage more users to ﬁlter the quanFty of
adverFsements served to them?
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One of social media’s key components is that it’s highly addicFve, with some users
acFvely saying it’s aﬀected their mental health.
Could we see the main players gear more toward long-term customer wellness as a
feature by staving oﬀ more addicFve qualiFes.
Will they focus more on the communal quality of social media rather than oﬀer quick
hits or graFﬁcaFon, or as they’re known in Facebook, the red bueon highs?
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There are currently 615 million devices blocking ads worldwide, 62% (308 million) of
those mobile. Ad blocker usage surged 30% in 2016 as some manufacturers or
distributors began to pre-conﬁgure ad blocking soaware as standard.
Desktop ad blocker usage grew 17% year-on-year to 236 million. The largest
geographical driver of mobile ad blocker use has been in the Asia-Paciﬁc, where 94% of
mobile ad blocking takes place.
There hasn't yet been mass adopFon of a mobile ad blocking app in North America or
Europe yet but this may change – Apple this week released the new iOS 11 which
featured an ad-blocking funcFon within its Safari browser.
It’s important you understand the scale of ad-blocking, especially if you recruit for
internaFonal territories.
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We Chat is now approach 1 billion monthly acFve users and is expected to reach this by
the end of the year. 80% of all smartphone users in China predicted to use the app this
year – it’s also used when students come to the UK.
WeChat, growing into a lifestyle choice embedded into daily acFviFes and interacFons.
The average daily Fme spent is also up slightly, now at 66 minutes, surpassing that of
Facebook's average 50 minutes recorded last year.
WeChat Wallet allows users to manage payments from their mobile phone, paying for
goods and services and transferring money. Users clearly trust the app.
Duo Lingo is a language learning app with over 200 million users.
They’ve just signed a deal with global educaFon company Pearson to provide new
language learning materials designed speciﬁcally to US UniversiFes.
Are there opportuniFes for your insFtuFon to invest in learning style apps, that
combine elements of social with student learning?
Chatbots are a kind of arFﬁcial intelligence that can have a conversaFon with
someone. OrganisaFons and brands are now able to build their own virtual customer
services within Facebook Messenger or Twieer Direct Messages.
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This is a great example from the University of Twente in Holland of an educaFon
insFtuFon engaging with users through the Dark Web – or closed channels like
Messenger.
As a prospecFve student, when you land on the University’s Facebook Page, you’re
presented with a global map and you’re able to chose a student adviser to chat with.
The example here is a student called Soundarya, originally from India now studying her
Masters at the Uni.
The University will be paying her to act as a representaFve for the University,
answering queries from prospecFve students. That shows a lot of trust, and from a user
perspecFve its much more personable and valuable than a member of staﬀ.
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Branded emojis have already started appearing – how about veriﬁed emoji’s for your
organisaFon or a full conversaFon with a new student enquirer in emojis?
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Not only will a user will want to see your brand event, they’ll want to see it on a 360
video, experience it on a Snapchat lens or through virtual reality. CreaFve concepts and
ad formats need to work hand in hand.
PersonalisaFon is key to engaging and creaFng valuable relaFonships with users. The
amount of data available increasingly allows ads to be shown to the right people at the
right Fme, both across the web and speciﬁcally on social networks.
Mobile is crucial considering around 90% of Facebook’s DAUs are visiFng on mobile.
Brands need to ensure they are upping their game when it comes to mobile opFmised
campaigns
Third parFes like Experian are plugging even further data into Facebook & Twieer,
allowing adverFsers to target users more smartly and in a tailored approach.
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